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Drug Stability for Pharmaceutical ScientistsAcademic Press, 2014

	Drug Stability for Pharmaceutical Scientists is a clear and easy-to-follow guide on drug degradation in pharmaceutical formulation. This book features valuable content on both aqueous and solid drug solutions, the stability of proteins and peptides, acid-base catalyzed and solvent catalyzed reactions, how drug formulation can...
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Being Alongside: For the Teaching and Learning of MathematicsStenhouse Publishers, 2013

	How do you establish a classroom culture in which students routinely conjecture and think mathematically? How do you establish a way of working with teachers, using video, in which discussion supports professional development? The present book offers answers to these questions through an in depth (enactivist) study of one exceptional teacher...
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Disruption by Design: How to Create Products that Disrupt and then Dominate MarketsApress, 2014

	From Eli Whitney to Henry Ford to Ray Kroc to Steve Jobs, market disruptors have reaped the benefits, including fame and fortune. But do you have to be that rare genius whose unique skills can literally change the world? No. Disrupting a market is a discipline that can be learned. Disruption by Design—a handbook for...
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The Secret: What Great Leaders Know and DoBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2007

	Written by the legendary bestselling author Ken Blanchard, The Secret (over 100,000 copies sold) answers a question most leaders ask at some point in their career, ?What do I need to do to be a great leader??...
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PrimeFaces CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Here are over 100 recipes for PrimeFaces, the ultimate JSF framework. It’s a great practical introduction to leading-edge Java web development, taking you from the basics right through to writing custom components.


	Overview

	
		The first PrimeFaces book that concentrates on practical approaches rather...
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Internetworking Troubleshooting Handbook (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2001
If you can think of the problem, Internetworking Troubleshooting Handbook probably has the solution--at least when it comes to networking problems. This 714-page tome is absolutely phenomenal in scope. Though you may not find in-depth scholarly discussions of networking woes, you will find pragmatic tips that can help you through an...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to C (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 1994

	For beginning programmers, this updated edition answers all C programming questions. This bestseller talks to readers at their level, explaining every aspect of how to get started and learn the C language quickly. Readers also find out where to learn more about C. This book includes tear-out reference card of C functions and statements, a...
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The Web Programmer's Desk ReferenceNo Starch Press, 2004
One of the challenges of web programming is remembering what you can do with  what, and what works with everything else. Sure, you can create a button, but  can you change its color and font to match the style of your site? And are you  sure it will look the same on all browsers? With The Web Programmer's Desk  Reference, you can find...
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Deploying Cisco Voice over IP SolutionsCisco Press, 2001
If you've got a wide area network (WAN) already, putting interoffice voice traffic on it is an obvious application for it. Voice signals take up so little bandwidth, and the cost savings can be so significant, that Voice over IP (VoIP) deserves serious consideration. However, you can easily throw away years of cost savings by bringing in...
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SAP SEM BPS Interview Questions: Strategic Enterprise Management and Business Planning with SAP SemEquity Press, 2006
The Ultimate Learning Guide for SAP Business Planning with SEM-BPS  SEM-BPS Certification Questions, Answers, and Explanations!  It' s clear that SAP SEM is one of the most challenging areas in SAP. Finding  resources can be difficult. SAP SEM-BPS Interview Questions, Answers,  and Explanations guides you through your learning process. From helping...
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Schaum's Outline of Trigonometry, 4ed (Schaum's Outline Series)McGraw-Hill, 2008
Get a firm grasp of trigonometry with this simple-to-use guide! It can help you pump up your problem-solving skills, ace your exams, and reduce the time you need to spend studying. Students love Schaum's Outlines! Each and every year, students purchase hundreds of thousands of the best study guides available anywhere. Students know that Schaum's...
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The Artful Universe ExpandedOxford University Press, 2005
Our love of art, writes John Barrow, is the end product of millions of years of evolution. How we react to a beautiful painting or symphony draws upon instincts laid down long before humans existed. Now, in this enhanced edition of the highly popular The Artful Universe, Barrow further explores the close ties between our aesthetic appreciation and...
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